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I t  is important to obtain solutions to lin e a r optim ization problems 
with the minimum expenditure o f computing time. In th is  study, four 
special problems were stated and modeled using a lin e a r programming form­
u la tion  and, a lte rn a tiv e ly , using a network form ulation. Each problem 
was solved on the D ig ita l Equipment Corporation PDP-10 computer using a 
lin e a r programming code and four network codes. A tim ing routine was 
used with a ll codes to obtain accurate computing times. The special net­
work s tructure o f the problems chosen made i t  possible to demonstrate 
the use o f the fa s te r network codes. An e f f ic ie n t  network code called 
KILTGO produced solutions 12 to 75 times fas te r than a standard lin e a r 
programming code called SMPLX. When e ight additional problems with net­
work formulations were solved using KILTGO and two other network codes 
called.ZIPNET and KILTER, resu lts  were obtained which indicated tha t 
fu rth e r improvement in computing time is  possible by refinement o f coding 
techniques and proper implementation o f available network algorithms.
The w e ll-w ritte n  network code called KILTER, which is  based on Fulkerson's 
O u t-o f-K ilte r algorithm , was about 20 percent fas te r than KILTGO on five  
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As is  true w ith most problems, lin e a r optim ization problems can be 
represented by a lte rna tive  models. That is  to say, a sp e c ific  lin e a r 
optim ization problem usually can be formulated in  more than one way. Each 
a lte rna tive  formulation has advantages and disadvantages associated with 
i t  which become apparent when a p a rticu la r problem is  formulated and 
solved. Since the e lectron ic  computer must be used to obtain so lu tions, 
and re a l is t ic  problems are o f appreciable s ize , the computing time required 
to produce these solutions is  s ig n if ic a n t. In fa c t,  i t  is  often c r i t ic a l .
For lin e a r programming form ulations, i t  is  well known tha t computing 
time is  d ire c tly  proportional to the number o f ite ra tio n s  required to 
reach an optimal so lu tion (s) when a code based on the Simplex algorithm 
is used. I t  is  not possible, however, to p red ic t how many ite ra tio n s  w il l  
be required fo r  a given problem. At best, only an upper bound on the 
number o f ite ra tio n s  tha t w i l l  be required can be determined. For ins-r 
tance, Wagner (1969, p. 115) states tha t " th is  number is  ce rta in ly  no more 
than the combination o f n things taken m at a tim e ,(^ )= n !/ [m !(n-m )lj , 
fo r  an m-equation and n-variable problem." Wagner fu rth e r states (1969,
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p. 116) tha t "considerable empirical evidence suggests tha t most actual 
problems are solved w ith in  the range o f 1.5m to 3m ite ra tio n s ."
As an a lte rna tive  to the lin e a r programming form ulation, some l in ­
ear optim ization problems can be modeled using a network form ulation.
When th is  is  possible, special codes can be employed which produce solu­
tions in much less computing time than tha t required by codes which are 
based on the Simplex algorithm. These special codes are expected to 
produce solutions fa s te r because they are designed to e xp lo it the netv/ork 
s tructure  o f the problem. The purpose o f th is  study is  to compare the 
computing times required by several special codes when some frequently- 
occurring lin e a r optim ization problems are solved by these codes using 
a netv/ork form ulation. For reference, each problem is  given a lin e a r 
programming formulation and solved by a code based on the Simplex a lgor­
ithm called SMPLX. Computer codes called OKA, KILTGO, and KILTER, which 
are based on the O u t-o f-K ilte r algorithm , and an advanced code called 
ZIPNET, which is  based on the Node-Chain algorithm , are special codes 
used to solve problems which are given a network form ulation. A tim ing 
routine called RTIME is  employed w ith a ll codes to obtain accurate com­
puting time fo r  each problem. Problem solutions are obtained on the 
D ig ita l Equipment Corporation PDP-10 computer located a t the Colorado 
School o f Mines in Golden, Colorado.
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DESCRIPTION OF ALGORITHMS
Probably the best known and most widely used algorithm fo r solving 
lin e a r optim ization problems is  the Simplex algorithm . Not as well known 
are the O u t-o f-K ilte r and Node-Chain algorithms. These algorithms are 
described b r ie f ly  in  the fo llow ing paragraphs.
Simplex
This algorithm was devised and published by Dantzig in 1948 (Kunzi, 
1968, p .6 ). In a lin e a r programming problem (Smythe and Johnson, 1966), 
there are given real numbers c-j, cn> b-j, b2$ . . . ,  bm, and a^j
( i = l , . . . ,  m; j = l , . . . ,  n ), and i t  is  required to maximize (or minimize) a 
lin e a r form, z, in  n real variables given by
z(x1> x2, . . , x n) = CjXj*  c2x2 + (1)
subject to the conditions
aH Xl + a!2X2 +- + V n (1* =* - V  1
> (2)
and + amoxo + • • • +  a x ( ~  = » ” ) t>» . "il 1 m2 2 mn n m J
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where, in each lin e  of (2 ), exactly one of the symbols ± 9 =, or ^.appears.
The function z is  called the objective function . Conditions (2) are re­
ferred to as the constra in ts . A feasib le so lution o f the problem is  an 
n-dimensional column vector x = Qc-j• x2» . . . ,  x j  , whose components sat­
is fy  a ll o f the constraints (2 ). An optimal so lu tion o f the problem is  a 
feasib le  so lution fo r  which the corresponding value o f the objective 
function is  maximum (or minimum).
I f  the set o f constraints (2) includes the inequa lities  Xj >.0
( j  = 1»...»  n ), then the lin e a r programming problem is  called a 1inear
programming problem with nonneqativity re s tr ic t io n s . A lin e a r program­
ming problem is  in  standard form i f  there are given real numbers c-j, c^*
. . . ,  cn, b-j , b2, . . . ,  bm, and a^* ( i = I * . . . ,  m; j  = l , . . . , n ) ,  where
each bj ~ 0  ( i  = 1 , . . ,  m), and i t  is  required to maximize (or minimize) (1) 
subject to the conditions
al l xl + a i 2*2 + -  + amxn = lV
a21X1 + a22X2 + " •  + a2nxn = b2*
: >  ( 3)
amlxl + am2x2 + ••• +amnxn = bm» 
and x -  0 ( j= l n) J
Thus a problem is  in  standard form i f  i t  has nonnegativity re s tr ic tio n s
and the constraints (except fo r  the nonnegativity re s tr ic tio n s ) consist
o f a system o f lin e a r equations w ith nonnegative constant terms.
Let {a.-j} ^  be the system o f m equations in n unknowns contained
in (3 ). I f  rank fa . . }  s m, a basic solution o f fa..}*x =j? is  an n-dimen- i   i ij  J
sional column vector x obtained by selecting a basis from the columns o f fa ^ j}
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and expressing t  as a lin e a r combination o f these basis vectors. Let aj
be the j th  column vector o f {a - . } ,  then fo r each j  such tha t a \is  in  the
* J j
basis selected, le t  Xj be the co e ffic ie n t o f a  ̂ in  th is  lin e a r combina- 
tio n . For each j  such tha t a- is  not in the basis selected, le t  Xi = 0.
J J
The unknowns corresponding to basis vectors are called basic variab les; 
the remaining unknowns are called nonbasic variab les. A feasib le  solu­
tion  o f the standard problem is  called a basic feasib le  so lution i f ,  and 
only i f ,  i t  is  a basic so lution o f the system {a^Fx = t ,
• J
Corresponding to any lin e a r programming problem with objective func­
tion  (1) and constraints (2 ), a related problem can be formed and expres­
sed as in  (1) and (3 ). Inequality  (and equa lity) constraints w ith b^O 
( i * l , . . . ,  m) are m u ltip lied  by -1 . A ll inequa lity  constraints are changed 
to equations e ith e r by the addition o f slack variables or the subtraction 
o f surplus variab les. Then i t  can be shown by the theorems o f Linear 
Algebra tha t the o rig ina l problem and the related standard problem are 
isomorphic; i . e . ,  there is  a one-to-one correspondence between feasib le  
(and optimal) solutions o f the o rig in a l problem and those o f the re lated 
standard problem. Hence, to solve a given problem, i t  is  s u ff ic ie n t to 
solve i t s  re lated standard problem.
A basic feasib le  so lu tion is  an extreme point in  the convex set o f 
a ll feasib le  so lu tions. I f  a given problem has at least one basic feas­
ib le  so lu tio n , then the steps in the Simplex algorithm (Wagner, 1969, 
p. 102-113) lead through a sequence o f basic feasib le  solutions u n til 
e ith e r an optimal so lu tion is  reached or i t  is  determined tha t no optimal 
so lu tion e x is ts . I f  a l l  the constraints in  the o rig in a l problem are o f 
the type, then an in i t ia l  basic feasib le  so lution is  read ily  available
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by taking slack variables to be basic variables. However, i f  th is  is  
not the case, then methods such as the "big M" (Wagner, 1969, p. 112-113), 
or " two-phase" (Smythe and Johnson, 1966, p. 102-121) are used to ob­
ta in  an in i t ia l  basic feasib le  so lu tion .
Corresponding to every lin e a r programming problem (called the primal 
problem, fo r  convenience) there exists another problem called the dual 
problem. A lin e a r programming problem is  w ritten  in primal form as
JL




ai -x . ~  b  ̂ fo r  i = l ,2 , . . . ,m  (5)
and x j  “  0 fo r  j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. (6)
I f  the problem described by (4 ), (5 ), and (6) is  called the p rim a l, then 
i t s  dual is
JL
Minimize /b - jy j (7)
subject to
ka. .y. -  c. fo r  j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n (8)i r i  j  v '
and 1 y. -  0 fo r i = 1 * 2 , . . . ,  m. (9)
l
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The X j ( j s l , . . . ,  n) are the primal variab les, and the ( i = l , . . . ,  m) are 
the dual variab les. While the objective function is  to be maximized in 
the primal problem, the objective function is  to be minimized in the dual 
problem. The co e ffic ien ts  o f the objective function in  the primal prob­
lem become the right-hand-sides o f the constraints in  the dual problem, 
and the right-hand-sides o f the constraints in  the primal problem become 
the coe ffic ie n ts  o f the objective function in the dual problem. The sense 
o f the constraints is  changed from £  in the primal problem to £  in the 
dual problem. F in a lly , the matrix o f coe ffic ien ts  o f the constra ints in 
the dual problem is  obtained by transposing the matrix o f co e ffic ie n ts  o f 
the constra ints in  the primal problem. I f  the primal problem has a f in ­
i te  optimal so lu tion , then the dual problem has a f in i te  optimal so lu tion* 
and the value o f the primal ob jective function is  equal to the value o f 
the dual objective function at o p tim a lity .
O u t-o f-K ilte r
This method was f i r s t  developed and reported by Fulkerson (1961, 
p. 18-27). Certain lin e a r optim ization problems can be represented by a 
directed netwarkconsisti ng of a set o f nodes N and a set o f arcs A (Ford 
and Fulkerson, 1962). A node x in N is  connected to a node y in  N i f  the 
ordered pa ir (x ,y ) is  an arc in  A. Mode x is  called the o rig in a l node 
and node y is  ca lled the terminal node. A flow f  in a p a rtic u la r arc 
(x ,y ) has an upper bound c and a lower bound 1, where f ,  c, and 1 are a ll 
nonnegative integers. A cost a, which is  unrestricted in  sign, is  asso­
ciated w ith a u n it o f flow in each arc o f the network. I f  a source node 
and a sink node are included in  the set N, then the directed network can 
be viewed as the representation o f a lin e a r optim ization problem where
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i t  is  desired to fin d  a minimum-cost routing of a commodity from source 
to sink such tha t the flow in each arc is  less than or equal to i ts  
upper bound and greater than or equal to i t s  lower bound, the flow in to  
the sink is  equal to the flow out o f the source, and conservation o f flow 
(flow in  equals flow out) is  sa tis fie d  at a ll intermediate nodes. I f  a 
return arc from the sink node to the source node is  included in A, the 
network can be viewed in terms o f c irc u la tio n s , rather than in terms o f ' 
flows from source to s ink. C ircu lations (Ford and Fulkerson, 1962, p .50) 
are flows tha t are source and sink free tha t sa tis fy  prescribed lower and 
upper bounds on arcs. Then i t  is  required to fin d  a minimum-cost c ircu la ­
t io n , which corresponds to the minimum-cost routing o f a commodity from 
one node to another node and s a tis fie s  conservation o f flow a t each node 
in  N while the flow in  each arc is  less than or equal to i t s  upper bound 
and greater than or equal to i t s  lower bound fo r  each arc in  A.
In lin e a r programming form, the problem is  stated as
fo r  a ll nodes in N and a ll  arcs in  A. The f i r s t  constra in t in  (2) guar 
antees conservation o f flow at each node. The other two constraints o f 
(2) perta in to  the bounds on the flow in each arc.
I f  th is  problem is  w ritte n  in  primal form as
subject to the conditions
Minimize 0 )
and
f(x ,N )-f(N ,x ) = 0,
f (x ,y )  < c (x ,y ) , 
f (x ,y )  > 1 (x ,y ),
(2)
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Maximize -a (x ,y ) f(x ,y )
(xTy)
subject to the conditions 
f  (x ,N )-f(N ,x) = 0,
( la )
f (x ,y )  < c (x ,y ) , 
- f ( x ,y )  £  -1 (x ,y ) ,
(2a)
fo r  a ll nodes in N and a l l  arcs in A, and the dual variables ir(x)'V. Y(x.»y)> 
and <$(x,y) are associated w ith the f i r s t ,  second* and th ird  constraints 
o f (2a), respective ly , then i t s  dual is
where tt( x ) is  unrestricted in sign fo r  each x in  N, and y(x,y)
and <5(x,y)are nonnegative fo r  each arc in A.
I f  there e x is t feasib le  solutions to the primal problem ((la)and 
(2a)) and the dual problem ( ( lb )  and (2b)), then the conditions fo r  these
solutions to be optimal in th e ir  respective problems are
Minimize
subject to the condition
t t ( x ) - i r ( y ) +  Y ( x , y ) - 6 ( x , y )  £  - a ( x , y ) (2b)
and
^(x)-iT (y)+T(x,y)-6(x,y) > -a (x ,y )= *> f(x ,y ) = 0> Y
Y(x,y) > 0 = ^ f(x ,y )  = c (x ,y ) , > (3)
<5(x,y) > 0 = ^ f(x ,y )  = l ( x ,y ) .  J
With Y(x,y) and <5(x,y) defined as
and
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an equivalent set o f conditions fo r op tim a lity  are
" (y )  - t t ( x ) > a(x,y)=3>f(x,y) = c (x ,y ),
7T(y) - u(x) < a(x,y)=5>f(x,y) * l ( x ,y ) ,  
and tt(y ) - tt(x ) = a ( x , y ) ^ l ( x , y )  £  f(x ,y )  £  c (x ,y ).
F in a lly , le t
a(x,y) = a(x,y) + t t ( x ) -  t t (y ), 
then conditions (3a) may be stated as
a(x,y)< 0 ^ f ( x , y )  = c (x ,y ) , '"j
I(x ,y )>  0 = ^ f(x ,y )  = 1 ( x ,y ) , 
and a '(x ,y )=  0 ^ 1 ( x ,y )  £  f(x ,y )  £  c (x ,y ), >
The O u t-o f-K ilte r algorithm (Ford and Fulkerson, 1962, p. 162-169)
can be in it ia te d  w ith any set o f nonnegative values fo r  f  which s a tis fy  
conservation o f flow at each node and w ith any set o f values fo r the 
dual variables t t . Then, fo r  a given t t  and c ircu la tio n  f ,  each arc (x ,y )
is  in exactly one o f the fo llow ing states:
(3a)
(3b)
cT(x,y) > 0, f (x ,y ) = l ( x ,y ) , (4)
a(x,y) = 0, 1(x ,y) < f (x ,y )  <. c (x ,y ) , (5)
a"(x,y) < 0 ,  f(x ,y ) = c (x ,y ) , (6)
■a(x,.y) > 0, f(x ,y ) < l( x ,y ) , (7)
■a(x.y) = 0, f (x ,y ) < K x .y ) , (8)
a"(x,y) < 0, f(x ,y ) < c (x ,y ) , (9)
a (x,y) > 0, f(x ,y ) > l( x ,y ) , (10)
7T(x,y) = 0, f (x ,y ) > c (x ,y ) , (11)
or ■a(x.y) < 0, f (x ,y ) > c (x ,y ). (12)
An arc is " in  k i l t e r " i f  i t  is  in one o f the states (4 ), (5 ), or (6 );
otherwise the arc is "ou t-o f k i l t e r " .
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With each possible state o f an arc (x ,y ) , there is  associated a non­
negative number, called the ki l t e r  number of the arc in the given s ta te . 
An in - k i l t e r  arc has k i l t e r  number zero. The k i l t e r  numbers correspond­
ing to each state o f an o u t-o f-k i l te r  arc are as fo llows:
Thus o u t-o f~ k ilte r  arcs. have, pos itive  k i l t e r  numbers. The k i l t e r  number 
fo r  state (7 ), (8 ), (11) or (12) measures in fe a s ib il i ty  fo r  the arc flow
s a tis fie d . An o u t-o f-k i lte r  arc is  selected and the steps of the a lgor­
ithm are applied in an attempt to put the selected arc in to  k i l t e r .  At 
each step the problem remains dua l-feasib le  while a prim a l-feasib le  c ircu ­
la tio n  is  constructed. When a ll arcs are in - k i l t e r ,  the conditions fo r  
op tim a lity  (conditions (3b)) are s a tis fie d , and f  and t t  are optimal in 
th e ir  respective problems.
Mode-Chain
Discussions o f th is  algorithm appeared in  the lectures o f Dr. Abraham 
Charnes and Dr. W. W, Cooper as early as 1966. I t  is  analogous to the 
“generalized upper bounding" method o f lin e a r programming. A network is  
assumed w ith upper and lower bounds and costs (unrestric ted  in  sign) on 
each arc, a source node and a sink node, and a return arc from the sink 
node to the source node. The algorithm consists o f 12 steps as fo llow s:
(7) or (8 ): 1( x ,y ) - f ( x ,y ) ,
(9 ):
(10):





f ( x ,y ) ,  while the k i l t e r  number fo r  state (9) or (10) is  a measure o f the 
degree to which the o p tim a lity  properties (conditions (3 b )) fa il to be
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Step 1 — In each arc w ith pos itive  or zero cost, set the flow 
to i t s  lower bound.
Step 2--In  each arc w ith negative cost, set the flow to i t s  
upper bound.
Step 3—For each node, determine the algebraic sum o f in flow  
(+) and outflow ( - ) ,
Step 4—Find a node w ith a net supply which is  greater than, 
or equal to , zero. Build an a r t i f ic ia l  arc from th is  node to a node 
w ith a net demand which is  greater than zero. I f  supply is  greater 
than demand, continue to bu ild  a r t i f i c ia l  arcs from the present sup­
ply node to demand nodes using flows needed to s a tis fy  demands. I f  
the supply is  exhausted, and the demand is  not s a tis f ie d , bu ild  an 
a r t i f i c ia l  arc from the next supply node to the demand nodes w ith 
flows as required. I f  a special case arises, namely a node has 
supply = demand = 0, bu ild  an a r t i f i c ia l  arc w ith zero flow from 
any supply node. These a r t i f i c ia l  arcs have cost=$M, upper bound=M, 
lower bound=0, and nonnegative flow , where M is  a s u ff ic ie n t ly  large 
positive  number. An a r t i f i c ia l  basis has been created and the main 
loop o f the algorithm is  in it ia te d . The a r t i f i c ia l  arcs form a “ tree" 
o f arcs touching each node, and th is  tree is  referred to as the basis.
Step 5—Starting at any node, assign i t  a cost o f zero. To any 
node connected to th is  s ta rtin g  node by an arc o f the basis, assign 
a cost equal to the basis arc cost fo r  forward arcs, and assign a 
cost equal to the negative o f the basis arc cost fo r  reverse arcs.
This is  done fo r  a l l  nodes connected to the s ta rtin g  node by basis 
arcs.
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Step 6— I f  nodes are unlabeled a fte r Step 5, s ta r t w ith a 
labeled node and assign costs to connected nodes equal to the cost 
o f the s ta rtin g  node plus the cost o f the basis arc connecting the 
unlabeled node to the s ta rtin g  node. Follow the sign convention 
described in  Step 5 regarding forward and reverse arcs, and continue 
th is  process u n til a l l  nodes have costs assigned.
Step 7—For each arc not in  the basis, a "p rice" is  assigned 
which is  defined by: price o f arc from node x to node y = cost o f
node y - cost o f node x - cost o f arc (x ,y ) . There are three pos­
s ib i l i t ie s :
(a) I f  th is  price is  greater than zero, flow should be increased 
i f  i t s  present value is  at the a rc 's  lower bound and flow should 
be unaltered i f  i ts  present value is  at the a rc 's  upper bound.
(b) I f  th is  price is  less than zero, flow should be reduced i f  
i ts  present value is  a t the arc 's upper bound and flow should 
be unaltered i f  i ts  present value is  at the a rc 's  lower bound.
(c) I f  th is  price is  equal to zero, no improvement can re su lt 
from th is  arc entering the basis.
I f  a l l arcs in  which flow is  at upper bound have price greater than 
or equal to zero, and a ll arcs in which flow is  at lower bound have 
price less than or equal to zero, go to Step 12.
Step 8—The arc w ith the greatest absolute value o f price is  
chosen to enter the basis. This arc is  called the KOMIN arc.
Step 9—Starting at the o rig ina l node o f the KOMIN arc, trace 
a path through the basis which returns to the o rig in a l node o f the 
KOMIN arc.
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Step 10—For each arc in  the path defined in Step 9, calculate 
the quantity (upper bound-flow) fo r forward arcs, or the quantity 
(flow-lower bound) fo r  reverse arcs. The amount the flow can be 
changed, A , is  then calculated by
Case 1: min (upper bound-flow) , fo r  forward arcs,
Case 2: min (flow-lower bound) , fo r  reverse arcs, or
Case 3: (upper bound-flow) o f KOMIN arc fo r  a forward arc,
or (flow-lower bound) o f KOMIN arc fo r  a reverse arc. 
Regardless o f which case occurs, the associated arc is  designated 
the LEAVE arc. In Case 3, however, the LEAVE arc is  the KOMIN arc, 
so the basis does not change.
Step IT—A ll arcs in the path have th e ir  flow adjusted by the 
amount a (increased i f  a forward arc, decreased i f  a reverse a rc ). 
The KOMIN arc enters the basis, and the LEAVE arc leaves i t .  I f
Case 3 occurs, go to Step 5. I f  Case 1 or Case 2 occurs, go to
Step 7.
Step 12—When the flow in  a ll a r t i f i c ia l  arcs is  zero, an op­
timal so lu tion has been obtained. I f  the flow in a ll a r t i f i c ia l  
arcs cannot be reduced to zero, then the problem has no feasib le  
so lu tion .
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PROGRAMMING CODES AND COMPUTER
Solutions to the problems considered in th is  study were obtained on 
the D ig ita l Equipment Corporation PDP-10 computer using FORTRAN codes 
called SMPLX, OKA, KILTGO, ZIPNET, and KILTER. A Macro subroutine called 
RTIME was used w ith a ll codes to obtain accurate computing times in m i l l i ­
seconds.
RTIME
This Macro subroutine was w ritte n  by Gary Eddy o f the Colorado School 
o f Mines Computer Center and can be used to obtain the execution time in  
m illiseconds fo r  any segment o f a FORTRAN program. The tim ing routine is  
in it ia te d  by the fo llow ing FORTRAN statement which is  placed a t the begin­
ning o f the segment o f in te re s t:
CALL RTIME(II)
The fo llow ing FORTRAN statements are placed at the end o f the segment:
CALL RTIME(12)
ITIME=I2-I1 
PRINT 60 ,ITIME 
60 FORMAT(110)
A l is t in g  o f the subroutine RTIME is  given in  the Appendix.
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SMPLX
This code was taken from the te x t e n tit le d  “ Numerical Methods o f 
Mathematical Optimization w ith ALGOL and FORTRAN Programs" by Hans P.
Kiinzi, H. G. Tzschach, and C. A. Zehnder. In order to use SMPLX in th is  
study, the names of various variables were changed, and input and output 
statements were added. The modified main program has four subroutines 
which are named SR7, SR8, SR2, and SR3. A l is t in g  o f the program with 
i t s  subroutines is  given in  the Appendix.
SMPLX is  used to solve lin e a r programming problems with N variables 
and M constra in ts. An objective function is  maximized subject to a sys­
tem o f constra ints wherein the variables are required to assume nonnega­
tive  values. When the objective function and constraints fo r  a given 
problem are formulated, the in i t ia l  tableau is  constructed. The f i r s t  
row o f the tableau is  the objective function. The f i r s t  column o f the 
f i r s t  row is  the in i t ia l  value o f the objective function which is  zero.
The co e ffic ien ts  o f the objective function are placed in  the second 
through the (N +l)st columns o f the f i r s t  row. The constraints are w ritten  
w ith zero right-hand-sides so tha t there are Ml, M2, and M3 constra ints 
o f the forms >_, £ , and =, respective ly. These transformed constra ints 
make up the second through the (M+l)st row o f the tableau. The f i r s t  
column contains the o rig in a l values o f the right-hand-sides and the 
second through (N +l)st columns contain the coe ffic ien ts  o f the transformed 
constra in ts. The la s t row o f the tableau is  reserved fo r  an a u x ilia ry  
objective function ( i f  i t  is  required) by entering (N+l) zeros. I f  M2=M3=0 
(a ll constra ints are o f the form > ) ,  and the right-hand-sides o f the o r ig ­
ina l constra ints are p o s itive , then an in i t ia l  feasib le so lu tion is  read ily
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available by se tting  a ll o rig ina l variables to zero fo r  the f i r s t  step 
o f the ite ra tio n . This means tha t the slack variables form the f i r s t  basis. 
I f ,  however, M2 or M3 is  greater than zero, then an in i t ia l  feasib le solu­
tion  is  found by means o f the a u x ilia ry  objective function. The construc­
tion  o f the in i t ia l  tableau is  il lu s tra te d  by the fo llow ing example prob­
lem:
Maximize 2x  ̂ + ^  
subject to the constra ints
Xj + x^ ̂  2,
x-j + x^ ±  3 ,
and xj = 1 .
These constra ints are transformed in to
3-xr x2 >. 0,
2“ x-|“ x2 1  0,
and 1 -X'j = 0.
Then the in i t ia l  tableau is




0 0 0 A u x ilia ry  Objective Function
In the program, th is  tableau is  called A and is  entered as a s ing le­
subscripted variable using a rowwise ordering o f the elements. In the 
above example, M1=M2=H3=1, M=M1+M2+M3 = 3, and N=2. The dimension o f A 
is  (N+l)*(M+2). The dimensions (See l is t in g )  o f NBV, BV, L I, L2, and L3
Constraints
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are N, M, N, M, and M2, respective ly. The dimension statement is  cur­
re n tly  composed fo r  Problem 1.
Values fo r N, Ml, M2, M3, M, and E are entered on the f i r s t  data 
card in accordance w ith the format o f statement 22. E is  a pos itive  
constant used where d ire c t comparison with zero is  required (See sta te­
ment 6 ). Choose a value fo r  E equal to the smallest ( in  absolute value) 
o f a l l non-zero coe ffic ie n ts  appearing in the equa lity  constra in ts. The 
elements o f A are entered on subsequent data cards in accordance w ith a 
su itab ly  composed format given by Statement 23 (in  the l is t in g  shown in 
the Appendix, a free format was used fo r  the coe ffic ien ts  o f Problem 1).
The in i t ia l  tableau is  prin ted in accordance w ith the format o f 
Statement 25 (cu rren tly  applicable to Problem 1). I f  an optimal solu­
tion  is  obtained, the f in a l tableau is  also printed in accordance w ith 
the format o f Statement 25. The value o f the objective function , values 
o f the f in a l basic variab les, and values o f the f in a l nonbasic variables 
are prin ted in accordance with the formats o f Statements 35, 37, and 39, 
respective ly (cu rren tly  applicable to Problem 1). Execution time is  
prin ted in  accordance w ith the format o f Statement 60.
OKA
This code was w ritte n  by Dr. Paul Jensen and Mr. Wayne Book a t the 
U niversity o f Texas a t Austin in the spring o f 1969. I t  is  based on 
Fulkerson's (1961) o u t-o f- k i lte r  method fo r solving minimal-cost flow 
problems. A l is t in g  o f the program is  given in the Appendix. OKA is  
cu rren tly  dimensioned fo r  networks w ith as many as 200 arcs. The number 
o f nodes and the number o f arcs are entered on the f i r s t  data card in
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accordance with the format o f Statement 100. Arcs are entered as number 
pairs (o rig in a l node number, terminal node number) on subsequent data 
cards in accordance w ith the format o f Statement 105. Then the cost 
associated w ith each arc, and the flow upper bound and the flow lower 
bound on each arc are entered as separate groups o f data in accordance 
w ith the format o f Statement 110. There must be a one-to-one correspond­
ence between each arc and i ts  associated cost, flow upper bound, and flow 
lower bound. The program p rin ts  the input data. For output, the execu­
tion  time in m illiseconds is  p rin ted , followed by the number o f nodes and 
arcs, values fo r  M, I ,  J , COST, HI, LO, arc flows, PI numbers, the number 
o f breakthroughs, and the number o f nonbreakthroughs.
KILTGO
This code is  an improved version o f OKA which was developed by the 
Texas Water Development Board as a re su lt o f experience w ith the use o f 
OKA over the past few years. A l is t in g  o f KILTGO is given in the Appendix. 
Use o f th is  code also requires tha t the problem be network-formulated.
The input is  a f iv e -tu p le  fo r  each arc which consists o f the number o f the 
o rig in a l node, the number o f the terminal node, flow upper bound, flow 
lower bound, and cost. In add ition , a f ive -tu p le  o f zeros is  included at 
the end o f the data f i l e  to stop the read command. The output is  the 
execution time in m illiseconds and the flow in each arc.
ZIPNET
This code was w ritte n  by Dr. R. E. D. Woolsey o f the Colorado School 
o f Mines in  Golden, Colorado and Dr. W. M. Raike who is  cu rren tly  a t the 
Naval Post-Graduate School in Monterey, C a lifo rn ia . ZIPNET is  based on a
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primal network algorithm called the "Node-Chain" algorithm by Dr. Abraham 
Charnes o f the University o f Texas who conceived and developed the idea.
A l is t in g  o f ZIPNET is  given in the Appendix. The input and output is  the 
same as tha t described above fo r KILTGO.
KILTER
This code was w ritte n  by Professor Charles R. Baer o f the Colorado* 
School o f Mines in  Golden, Colorado. I t  is  also based on Fulkerson's 
O u t-o f-K ilte r algorithm . From a programming standpoint the code is  very 
e f f ic ie n t .  I t  implements the algorithm lo g ic a lly  and w ith a minimum 
number o f Fortran statements. A l is t in g  o f KILTER is  given in the Appendix. 
Input and output requirements are the same as those described above fo r 
KILTGO.
PDP-10
The Colorado School o f Mines computer system is  a time-sharing system 
with multi-processing ca p a b ility . I t  uses a D ig ita l Equipment Corporation 
PDP-10 computer w ith a 64K memory which is  supplemented by two disc packs
c
and one swapping d isc. The swapping disc has a capacity o f 2.5 x 10 
characters (.5  x 10^ words). Peri fe ra l equipment includes two magnetic 
tapes, a lin e  p r in te r , f iv e  DEC tapes, and 32 terminals (fou r in te rna l 
"d ia l-up " lin e s , four external "d ia l-up " lin e s , and 24 "hard-wire" lin e s ). 




Many important lin e a r optim ization problems have what is  called a 
"network s tru c tu re ". When the constra in t set fo r  a problem is  formed, 
and the non-zero coe ffic ie n ts  o f every variable are found to have a 
value o f e ith e r +1 or -1 w ith exactly one +1 and one -1 in each column 
o f the co e ffic ie n t m atrix, then i t  is  possible to in te rp re t the problem 
in terms o f routing the flow o f a single commodity through a network 
(Wagner, 1969, p. 50). The standard "transportation problem" (also re­
ferred to as the Hitchcock problem, a fte r one o f i t s  formulators) is  an 
example o f a lin e a r optim ization problem with a network s tructu re . The 
mathematical description o f the transportation problem is
m n
Minimize
subject to the conditions
n






x . . > D. fo r j = l , 2 , . . . ,n (Demand),
10 0
1 =  1
where the x . .  > 0 fo r  a ll i and j .  In the standard in te rp re ta tio n  o f 
i j  ~
the model, there are m supply points with items available to be shipped
to n demand points. Supply point i  can ship at most S.. items, and demand
point j  requires at least Dj items. The cost o f shipping each u n it o f a
commodity, x . . ,  from supply point i to demand point j  is  a . . .  The object- i J i j
ive is  to select a routing plan tha t minimizes to ta l transportation costs.
In network terminology, the set o f supply and demand points are visualized
as a set o f nodes. Each x . .  corresponds to a flow along a directed arc
 ̂J
between nodes i and j ,  and a^- is  the cost associated w ith a u n it o f flow 
from node i to node j  as previously stated. The mathematical character­
is t ic s  (See discussion o f O u t-o f-K ilte r algorithm) o f these problems make 
i t  desirable to employ special codes to obtain so lu tions.
Statements o f four problems which e xh ib it the network structure are 
given in  the fo llow ing paragraphs. In each case, both the lin e a r pro­
gramming formulation and the network formulation are developed.
Problem 1
This problem is  a typ ica l example o f the kinds o f problems which are 
encountered in production planning. I t  was conceived and stated by 
Dr. Paul Jensen o f the University o f Texas at Austin.
Problem Statement: A company which manufactures chairs has four
plants located around the country. The cost o f making a cha ir a t a par­
t ic u la r  p lan t, and the minimum and maximum production at each p lant are 
shown in Table 1. Twenty pounds o f wood are required to make each cha ir.
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Cost Mi nimum Production Maximum Production
1 $5 0 500
2 $7 400 750
3 $3 500 1000
4 $4 250 250
The sources can supply any amount to the company, but contracts specify 
tha t the company must buy at least 8 tons o f wood from each supplier.
The cost o f wood is  104 per pound and I h t  per pound at sources 1 and 2, 




in Cents per Pound 
o f Wood
Plant
1 2 3 4
Wood 1 1 2 3 4
Source 2 4 3 2 2
The chairs are sold in  four major c it ie s :  New York, Austin, San Francisco,
and Chicago. Transportation costs betv/een the plants and c it ie s ,  in  dol­
la rs  per cha ir, are given in Table 3. The s e llin g  p rice , and the maximum
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TABLE 3
Transportation Costs C ities
in Dollars per Chair
NY A SF C
1 1 1 2 0
2 3 6 7 3
Plants
3 3 1 5 3
4 8 2 1 4
and minimum demand fo r chairs in  each c ity  are shown in  Table 4.
TABLE 4
C ity Se lling  Price Maximum Demand Minimum Demand
NY $20 2000 500
A $15 400 100
SF $20 1500 500
C
CO 1500 500
I t  is  desired to know where each p lant should buy wood, how many chairs 
should be made a t each p lan t, how many chairs should be sold in each c ity ,  
and to which c ity  each p lant should ship what number o f cha irs.
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Linear Programming Formulation: Wood sources, p lants, c it ie s ,  and
shipping patterns are shown in Figure 1.
Source
Figure 1.
Let x. = pounds o f wood from Source i to Plant j ,  
i j
y = number o f chairs from Plant j  to C ity k,
JK
R= to ta l revenue from a ll chairs sold in  C ities  1,2,3, and 4,
C= to ta l cost (wood, manufacturing, and shipping) o f a l l  chairs
sold in C ities  1, 2, 3, and 4,
and P= to ta l p ro f i t  from a ll  chairs sold in C ities 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Then R= 20 (y +y +y +y )+15 (y +y +y +y )+20(y +y +y +y )
M l  21 M l M l '  12 M2 32 M 2 7 M 3  M3 M3 M 3 7
+18(y i4+y24+y34+y44^#
C= .  36X" |  i  +  « 4 7 x i  2^"« 2 8 x * j  2 ’^ *  ^ 4 x i  4 + .  3 6 5 x 2 ‘j 4 5 5 x 2 2 * ^ *  2 4 5 x 2 2
+. 295x24+ly-| -j +ly-j 2+2y i 3+°y i 4+3y21 + 6y22+7y2.3+3y24+3y 31
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+1y32+5y33+3y34+8y4i+2y42+1y43+4y44,
and P = R - C
36x  ̂. j  - .  47x^ £ - .  28x^ .  34x  ̂ .  365x2  ̂- .  455x22
- . 245 x 23- . 295x24+19y11+14 y ] 2 + l8 y 13+18y] 4 + l7 y 21
+9y22+ l3 y 23+ l5 y 24+ l7 y 31+14 y 32+ l5 y 33+15y34+12y41
+13y42+19y43+14y4 4 .
I t  Is required to maximize P subject to the fo llow ing constra in ts;
xn +x i2+x13+xl 4 i l  16000, *1
V
x21+x22+x23+*24 *— 16000* 
y n +y i2 +y i3 +y i 4 i ° *  ^  
y i i +yi2 +y i3 +yi 4 -  500» 
y21+y22+y23+y24 — 400,
y 21+y22+y23+y24 -  750 ’ \  
y31+y32+y33+y34 ^  50°* 
y 31+y32+y33+y34 -  1000* 
y41+y42+y43+y44 = 250’ ^  
y l l +y21+y31+y41 ±  500* ^  
y l l +y21+y31+y41 -  2000* 
y 12+y22+y32+y42 -  100’ 
y 12+y22+y32+y42 ^  40° .  V
y 13+y23+y33+y43 -  500 *
y +y +y +y < 1500,
13 23 *33 43 -
y 14+y24+y34+y44 ^  500»






o f Flow at 
Plants
x]-i+x2i -2o(yj i +y 12+y 13+y 14) = °» 1
x12+x22-2°(.y21+y22+y23+y24) = 0,
x +x -20 (y +y +y +y ) = 0.
13 23 31 32 33 34
X14+X24_2°^y41+y42+y43+y44^ " ^
XU  > 0 ,
and >, 0 fo r  a l l  1=1,2, j = l ,2 ,3 ,4 , and k = l,2 ,3 ,4 .
Network Formulation: Wood sources, p lants, c it ie s ,  and shipping 
patterns are shown in  Figure 2. In th is  form ulation, i t  is  necessary to 
capacitate the nodes representing the p lan ts , to connect the nodes rep­
resenting the sources to a super source, to connect the nodes represent­
ing c it ie s  to a super s ink, and to include a return arc from super sink 






— v . — ] 4
Figure 2.
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The u n it costs associated w ith each arc o f the network, together w ith 
upper and lower bounds on arc flows, are shown in  Table 5.
j  TABLE 5.
| Node Arc Unit Cost Flow Upper Bound j Flow Lower Bound
1 1*2 20 9999 800
1*3 15 9999 800
2 2,4. 2 9999 0
2,5 4 9999 0
2,6 6 9999 0
2,7 8 9999 0
3 3,4 8 9999 0
3,5 6 9999 0
3,6 4 9999 0
3,7 4 9999 0
4 4,8 50 500 0
5 5,9 70 750 400
6 6,10 30 1000 500
7 7,11 40 250 250
8 8,12 10 9999 0
8,13 10 9999 0
8,14 20 9999 0
8,15 0 9999 0
9 9,12 30 9999 0
9,13 60 9999 0
9,14 70 9999 0
9,15 30 9999 0
10 10,12 30 9999 0
10,13 10 9999 0
10,14 50 9999 0
10,15 30 9999 0
11 11,12 80 9999 0
11,13 20 9999 0
11,14 10 9999 0
11,15 40 9999 0
12 12,16 -200 2000 500
13 13,16 -150 400 100
14 14,16 -200 1500 500
15 15,16 -180 1500 500
16 16,1 0 9999 0
Unit costs are tabulated in dimes per cha ir. Se lling prices o f chairs
must be considered as negative costs. A cost o f zero is  applied to the
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return arc from super sink to super source. The upper and lower bounds 
on flow re fe r to the number o f chairs shipped via the specified arc. A 
large pos itive  number (9999) is  applied to arcs not otherwise capacitated 
by p lant production or c ity  demand. S im ila rly , a lower bound o f zero is  
applied to arcs not other wise bounded, since a ll flows must be nonnega­
tiv e .
Problem 2
Some special cases o f the general transportation problem are the 
warehousing, ca terer, transshipment, and assignment problems. The assign­
ment problem is  obtained by le t t in g  m = n, and $. *  D. s 1 in  the mathe-
' J
matical statement o f the transporta tion problem. The next problem is  a 
typ ica l example o f an assignment problem.
Problem Statement: I t  is  assumed tha t 10 men work in  a machine shop 
where there are 10 machines. Each man can produce a certa in  number o f 
items per u n it o f time on each machine. On a p a rticu la r machine, one man 
may produce more items than another man. I t  is  desired to make an assign­
ment o f men to machines in such a way tha t the to ta l number o f items pro­









1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
!
1 1 390 363 507 530 193 700 490 158 320 314
1 2 362 505 499 464 403 450 545 330 327 301
M 3 73 492 700 527 373 328 506 304 371 309M 4 462 700 494 502 496 473 544 330 700 501 .a 5 363 493 490 356 496 535 385 320 457 318n 6 397 469 430 329 373 495 422 321 358 316
7 506 497 350 278 400 428 374 316 421 359
8 506 173 507 545 403 447 590 316 404 421
9 397 567 492 293 468 447 470 321 514 502
10 338 560 500 435 367 700 449 302 430 197
Linear Programming Formulation: Let be a variable which rep­
represents the assignment o f man i to machine j ,  and le t  a ., represent
 ̂J




subject to the conditions 
10




/  x . .=1 fo r  j= l ,2 , . . . ,1 0 ,
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where x. .=0 or 1 fo r  a ll i and j ,  and the a ., are as shown in  Table 6 l j  i J
Network Formulation: The 100 possible assignments are represented
by the network shov/n in Figure 3. A ll man-nodes are connected to a super 
source and a ll machine-nodes are connected to a super s ink. Each man- 
node is  connected to a ll machine-nodes and a return arc from super sink 
to super source is  included. In th is  form ulation, the number o f items 
produced by man i on machine j  is  considered as a negative cost since 
the O u t-o f-K ilte r algorithm minimizes cost. These costs, together w ith 
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Table 7. (cont'd )
Mode Arc Unit Cost Flow Upper Bound Flow Lower Bound
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Table 7. (c o n fd .)
Mode Arc Unit Cost Flow Upper Bound Flow Lower Bound



























21 21,22 1f \ f
22 22,1 -999S 10 0
Problem. 3
I f  u n it production costs at each supply point and u n it s e llin g  prices 
at each demand point are included in  the standard transportation problem, 
then a more in te res ting  problem is obtained. The emphasis is  now placed 
on a routing plan which maximizes p ro f its  while attempting to sa tis fy  the 
stated demands w ith available supplies. The next problem is  a typ ica l 
example.
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Problem Statement: A company which manufactures a certa in  product
has five  plants located throughout the United States. These plants ship 
d ire c tly  to re ta il ou tle ts  in five  major c it ie s .  During a special time 
in te rv a l, the supplies available and the u n it production costs a t each
plant are as shown in Table 8. The demands and the u n it se llin g  price
* TABLE 8.
Plant
1 2 3 4 5
Unit Supply 500 1000 800 1200 1000
Prod. Costs $1.90 $1.10 $1.80 $1.40 $1.20
at each c ity  are shown in  Table 9.
TABLE 9.
C ity
1 2 3 4 5
Unit Demand 800 1000 600 1000 1000
Selling  Price $2.00 $2.60 $2.70 $2.30 $3.00
Unit transportation costs between plants and c it ie s  are as shown in Table 






Costs in Cents 1 2 3 4 5
P
1 10 13 23 25 27
1
- 16 17 27 28 23
a
3 21 16 12 15 20
n
4 14 23 29 27 19
t
5 15 17 21 22 19
Linear Programming Formulation: Let x . . be a variable which repre-
 ̂J
sents the quantity o f product shipped from plant i to c ity  j .  I f  the 
production and transportation costs are subtracted from the s e llin g  p rice , 
the to ta l p r o f i t ,  P, is  given by
P = 0x^+ ,57x i2+»57x-j2+*15x^+.83x^+.74x2^+l .33x22+1 . 33x23+.92x24+1 * ^ x25
-.01x31i;64x?p+.78x^^+.35xqzi+1.00x^^+.46xzll+97xzl9+l .01xA-,+.63AA+l ,41x"32 "33 "34 35 "41 "42 "43 *UJ44 45
+.65x3-j+ l.23x^2+! «29x52+ .83x34+ .6IX55.
I t  is  required to maximize P subject to the fo llow ing constra in ts: 
X11+X12+xl3 +xl4 +xl 5 ^  500 ^
X21+X22+X23+X24+X25 -  1000 
X31+X32+X33+X34+X35 -  800 »
X41+X42+X43+X44+X45 -  1200 
X51+X52+X53+X54+X55 -  1000 ^
Plant Production
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X +x +x +x +x = 
11 21 31 41 51
800 A
X12+X22+X32+X42+X52 = 1000
X13+X23+X33+X43+X53 = 600 >
X14+X24+X34+X44+X54 = 1000
x15+x25+x35+x45+x55 = 1000 7
Network Formulation: The network 
4. There are 12 nodes and 36 arcs as 
flow bounds are given in Table 11. As 
as negative costs. Arc 12,1 requires 
o f 4400 ( to ta l c ity  demand).
C ity
Demands
fo r  th is  problem is  shown in  Figure 
shown. Unit costs (in  cents) and 
usual, se llin g  prices are considered 









Node Arc Unit Cost Flow Upper Bound Flow Lower Bound









2,11 27 500 iti
3 3,7 16 1000 |
3,8 17 1000 j
3,9 27 1000 Is
3,10 28 1000 jj
3,11 23 1000 j
4 4,7 21 800
4,8 16 800 \j
4,9 12 800 fi
4,10 15 800 j
4,11 20 800 i










7 7,12 -200 800 1
8 8,12 -260 1000 1
9 9,12 -270 600
10 10,12 -230 1000
11 11,12 -300 1000 V
12 12,1 0 4400 0
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Problem 4
Another lin e a r optim ization problem with a network structure is  
found in the f ie ld  o f water storage, treatment, and supply. The fo llow ­
ing is  a typ ica l example o f the kind o f problem encountered in th is  f ie ld .
Problem Statement: A state-owned and operated water storage, tre a t­
ment, and supply system consists o f four storage reservoirs and five  
treatment p lants. Treated water must be supplied to 11 c it ie s .  The 
amount o f water available from each reservoir is  shown in Table 12. The
TABLE 12.
Reservoir 1 2 3 4
Units o f Water
Available 50,000 100,000 100,000 70,000
amount o f treated water required by each o f the c it ie s  is  shown in Table 
13.
TABLE 13.













Mo water treatment p lant can receive water from a ll reservo irs. Simi­
la r ly ,  no c ity  can receive water from a ll water treatment p lants. Be­
cause o f elevation d ifferences, re la tiv e  loca tion , e tc .,  the u n it costs 
associated w ith the flow o f water from each reservoir to each treatment
p lan t, and from each treatment p lant to each c ity ,  are not the same.





N* 1 2 3 4 5
R
e 1 $.69 .27 .45 - -
s
e 2 .23 .33 .17 - .41
r
V 3 .61 - .53 .46
0







1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 $.60 .67 .73 - - - - 1.09 - 1.26
W 2 - .48 .56 .78 .65 .70 - - - - -
T 3 - - .82 - - .61 - .73 .81 .84 1.07
P 4 - - - - - .42 .58 .55 .78 -
5 1.19 - .32 - - - .48 1.11 .96 -
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c ity  (Table 13) must be sa tis fie d  while the stated costs (Table 14 and 
Table 15) are applied. To reduce costs, each c ity  can se ll additional 
water ( i f  i t  is  availab le) at a u n it se llin g  price o f $1.00 and in any 
amounts up to (and including) the maximums shown in Table 16. I t  is
TABLE 16.
Maximum Additional Units o f Treated Water












required to fin d  a routing plan which results in minimum to ta l cost while
sa tis fy in g  the basic demands (Table 13) fo r  treated water in  each c ity .
Linear Programming Formulation: The reservo irs , water treatment
p lan ts, c it ie s ,  and water transmission lines are shown schematically in 
Figure 5. In add ition , two arrows are shown leaving each c ity .  The upper 
one represents the c ity  demand, and the lower one represents additional 
water shipped to the c ity  to be sold at a u n it price o f $1. 00.
The segments are numbered from 1 through 61. Let
x. = the amount o f water flow ing in  the appropriate segment 
( i  = 1 ,2 , . . . .6 1 ) ,
R = the to ta l revenue from a ll water sold in c it ie s  1 through 11,
C = the to ta l cost o f transporting water from reservoirs to water 
treatment plants to c it ie s ,  and
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P = the to ta l p ro f i t  from a ll water sold in c it ie s  1 through 11.
Then
R = 1 . 0 0 ( x 5 1 + x 5 2 + x 5 3 + x 5 4 + x 5 5 + x 5 6 + x 5 7 +x 5 8 + x 5 g+ x 6 0 +x6 1 ) ,
C = . 6 9 x - j+ .2 7 x 2 + .4 5 x 0 + .2 3 x ^ + .3 3 x ^ + .17 x g + .4 1 x y + .6 1 x g
+ .  53xg+ . 46x-j q+. 47x-j -j+ .  19x-j 2 + . 49x-j 3 + . 73x^ ^+. 60x-j 5 
+.67x ] 5+.73x ] 7+1.09x]3+l.26xig+.48x20+«56x21 
+. 78X22"^ • 86x23+ • 70x34+. 82X25+.61 X2g+ • 73x2 7 + x28 
+. 84x2g+ l. 07x3Q+. 42x^^+. 58x32+. 55x33+. 78x^
+1. 19X35+ .32X35+.^8x37+1•^ x38+,9^x39+^x40
+0x 41+0x 42+0x 43+0x 44+0x 45+0x 46+0x 47+0x 48+0x49
+0x50» 
and P = R-C
= 1.00(x51+x52+x53+x54+x55+x56+x57+x58+x5g+x5p ,
+ x ^ )  ^ .6 9 x ^ - .27x2".4 5 X3- . 23x^- .33x^-.17xg- .41xy
-61 Xg -.53xg-.46xiQ -.47x-ji-.19xi2“ »49x-|3-.73x-j4
- •60X‘j 5- . 67x i 5« . 73xi 7-!  . 09x ig - l  • ^ x19“ * ^ x20~• 56x21
- • 78x22”  • 65x23- * ̂ x24” * ̂ x25” • 61X25" • 73x27" .81 X2g 
- . 84x29~l. O7X0Q-. 42x31- . 58X32- . 55x33- . 78x34 
- 1. 19x 35- . 32x 36- . 48x37- 1 ,1 1 x38” •96x39 *
I t  is  required to maximize P (which is  equivalent to minimizing to ta l 
cost) subject to the fo llow ing constra in ts:
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X ]+X2+X3 £  50,000,
x/i+xc+xc+x7 < 100,000,4 5 6 7 —
X8+X9+X10 —
Supply at Reservoir 1 
Supply at Reservoir 2 
Supply at Reservoir 3 
xl l +x12+x13+x14 -  70»000» Supply at Reservoir 4
X1+X4+X8~X15~X16"X17~X18“ X19 = °*
x +x +x_, -x -x rt, - x ^ - x ^ - x , ,  = 0 , 
2 5 11 20 21 22 23 24
Conservation o f Flow
. ^ A S at Water Treatment
x3 X6 X12"X25"X26“ X27’ X28” X29"X30 * ^
X9+Xl3 -X31"X32"X33_X34 “  °*
X7+X10+X14"X35‘ X36‘ X37 'X38*X39 = ° *
Plants
X15+X35-X40-X51 = °* 
X16+X2 ( fX4 f X52 = °* 
X17+X21+X25+X36‘ X42 'X53 = °* 
X22‘ X43 'X54 = ° ’
X23 'X44-X55 = °* 
X24+X26_X45"X56 = °* 
X31~X46"X57 = °* 
X27+X32+X37'X47 'X58 = °* 




Conservation o f Flow 


























x5 3 l 30,000
x54^ 4,500,
X55± 3,000,




x 6 ( £
20,000
x61± 3,000
Demand at C ity 1
Demand at C ity 2
Demand at C ity 3
Demand at C ity 4
Demand at C ity 5
Demand at C ity 6
Demand at C ity 7
Demand at C ity 8
Demand at C ity 9
Demand at C ity 10
Demand at C ity 11
Maximum Amount o f Additional 
Water Shipped to C ities  fo r  
Sale a t $1.00 per Unit
J
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and x.. 0 , fo r  a ll i = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,6 1 .
Network Formulation: The network representation o f th is  problem is
shown in  Figure 6 . The nodes are numbered 1 through 22 as shown. The 
u n it costs associated w ith each arc o f the network, together w ith the 
upper and lower bounds on arc flov/s, are shown in Table 17. Unit costs 
are tabulated in  cents. The se llin g  prices (in  cents) o f surplus water^ 
a t each c ity  must be considered as negative costs. A cost o f zero is  
applied to the return arc from super sink to super source. Since c ity  
basic demands must be s a tis fie d , upper bounds must be set equal to lower 
bounds on one set o f arcs between c it ie s  and super sink. Upper and lower 
bound values to be used on these arcs are given in Table 13. The other 
set o f arcs between c it ie s  and super sink represent water sold by the 
c it ie s .  The lower bounds on these arcs are zero, and the upper bounds 
are the values given in  Table 16. The upper bounds on arcs from super 
source to each reservo ir are equal to the available supply (See Table 12) 
a t each reservo ir, and the lower bounds on these arcs are zero. The return 
arc from super sink to super source has a lower bound o f zero, and the up­
per bound is  equal to , or greater than, the to ta l supply from the reservo irs. 
On a ll other arcs, the lower bounds are zero, w h ile , fo r  convenience, the 
upper bounds are set equal to the la rgest amount o f water supplied by any 
reservo ir.
This problem il lu s tra te s  the a b i l i t y  o f the network codes to handle 














































Node Arc Unit Cost Flow Upper Bound Flow Lower Bound
1 1,2 0 50 ,000 0
1,3 0 100 ,000
1,4 0 100,000
1,5 0 70 ,000
















































Table 17. (c o n t'd )
Node Arc Unit Cost Flow Upper Bound Flow Lower Bound
11 11,22 0 7,000 7,000
11,22 -100 3,500 0
12 12,22 0 4,000 4,000
12,22 -100 2,000 0
13 13,22 0 60,000 60,000
13,22 -100 30,000 0
14 14,22 0 9,000 9,000
14,22 -100 4,500 0
15 15,22 0 6,000 6,000
15,22 -100 3,000 0
16 16,22 0 4,000 4,000
16,22 -100 2,000 0
17 17,22 0 7,000 7,000
17,22 -100 3,500 0
18 18,22 0 35,000 35,000
18,22 -100 17,500 0
19 19,22 0 60,000 60,000
19,22 -100 30,000 0
20 20,22 0 40,000 40,000
20,22 -100 20,000 0
21 21,22 0 6,000 6,000





Eight additional problems w ith network formulations were solved 
using the network codes KILTGO, ZIPNET, and KILTER. The type o f problem, 
number o f nodes, and number o f arcs fo r  these problems are shown in  
Table 18.
TABLE 18.
Problem Type Nodes Arcs
5 Production Planning 23 65
6 Transshipment 22 85
7 Transshipment 22 88
8 3 by 3 Assignment 8 16
9 10 by 10 Assignment 22 120
10 Transshipment 17 60
11 Transshipment 23 117
12 Transshipment 23 117
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Solutions to the four problems stated and formulated in th is  study 
are tabulated in th is  section. The computing times required fo r  th e ir  
so lu tion , and the computing times required fo r  the so lution o f the e ight 
additional problems using only the network codes, are also given. Some 
conclusions are drawn concerning the advantages o f network formulations 
and the use o f special computer codes.
Solutions, Problem 1







Pounds of Wood, Source 1 to Plant 1 10,000 10,000H ii ii ii 1 ii ii 2 6,000 6,000H H ii ii 1 ii ii 3 0 0n n ii ii 1 ii ii 4 0 0H ii n ii 2 a ii 1 0 0H ii ii H 2 ii ii 2 9,000 9,000H ii ii n 2 ii ii 3 20,000 20,000n ii ii ii 2 ii ii 4 5,000 5,000
Number o f Chairs, Plant 1 to NY 0 0H II ii n 1 ” A 0 0it II n ii 1 " SF 250 0H II ii ii 1 " C 250 500H II ii ii 2 “ NY 500 750n II ii ii 2 " A 0 0
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Number o f Chairs, Plant 2 to SF 0 0it ii ii ii 2 1 C 250 0
ii ii ii ii 3 ii NY 900 650
ii ii H ii ^ " A 100 100
ii ii ii n 3 n SF 0 250
ii ii ii ii 3 •• C 0 0
ii ii it ii ^ H NY 0 0
ii ii ii ii ^ ii A 0 0 *
ii ii n ii ^ n SF 250 250
ii ii ii ii ^ ii C o 0
The value o f the objective function is  $25,810.00
An a lternate optimum solu tion was obtained by KILTGO. The to ta l cost fo r
wood, manufacturing, and shipping is  calculated to be $22,690.00 and the 
to ta l revenue produced is  calculated to be $48,500.00 fo r  the flow values 
in  the network code so lu tions. Then, the to ta l p ro f i t  is  $48,500.00 - 
$22,690.00 = $25,810.00, which is  the value o f the objective function in 
the SMPLX so lu tion .
Solutions, Problem 2
In the so lu tion  o f th is  problem (the assignment problem), the values 
o f the variables were e ith e r 0 or 1. The 10 variables w ith values o f 1
id e n tify  the assignment o f 10 men to 10 machines which maximizes the to ta l 
number o f items produced. The solutions to th is  problem are shown in  
Table 20.
TABLE 20.
Assignment Number o f Items Produced
Man 1 to Machine 6 700
ii 2 " H ~j 545H 3 ii •• 3 700
n 4 " »• 9 700
" 5 " " 5 496
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Table 20. (c o n t'd )
Assignment Number of Items Produced
Man 6 to Machine 8 321it y ii ii i 506
ii g ii it ^ 545» 9 H 10 502
II 10 " n 2 560
Total 5575
The value o f the objective function is  5575
Solutions, Problem 3
The solutions to Problem 3 are shown in Table 21,
TABLE 21
Variable Solution
Product, Plant 1 to C ity 1 400
ii ii 1 ii ii 2 0
ii ii 1 n ii 3 0H ii 1 ii ii 4 0
ii ii 1 n n 5 0
ii ii 2 ii ii 1 0
ii n 2 ii ii 2 1000
ii ii 2 ii ii 3 0
ii it 2 ii ii 4 0
ii ii 2 ii it 5 0a ii 3 it H 1 0
ii ii 3 ii ii 2 0
ii ii 3 n ii 3 600it ii 3 ii n 4 200
ii ii 3 n ii 5 0
ii ii 4 H ii 1 400
ii ii 4 ii n 2 0
ii ii 4 n ii 3 0n ii 4 ii ii 4 0
ii ii 4 H H 5 800
ii n 5 ii ii 1 0it ii 5 ii n 2 0
ii n 5 ii n 3 0
ii ii 5 ii ii 4 800it it 5 it ii 5 200
Total 4400
The value o f the objective function is  $4206.00
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In th is  problem, the to ta l supply was 4500 so tha t the to ta l demand o f 
4400 was s a tis fie d . The to ta l cost fo r manufacturing and shipping is  
calculated to be $6914.00 and the to ta l revenue produced is  calculated 
to be $11,120.00 fo r  the solutions shown. Then, the to ta l p ro f it  is  
$11,120.00-$6,914.00=$4,206.00, which is  the value o f the objective 
function in the SMPLX so lu tion .
Solutions, Problem 4
The solutions to Problem 4 are shown in  Table 22.
TABLE 22 »
Variable Solution
Water Uni ts , Reservoi r  1 to Treatment Plant 1 0
ii ii n 1 " II ii 2 29,500
ii ii ii 1 " II ii 3 0
ii ii ii 2 " II ii 1 10,500it n ii 2 " II ii 2 0
ii ii ii 2 " II ii 3 52,500
ii ii ii 2 u II ii 5 37,000
ii n ii 3 " II ii 1 0H ii ii 3 " II ii 4 0H ii n 3 " II ii 5 100,000
ii ii ii 4 " II ii 2 0H ii ii 4 " II ii 3 59,500
ii H n 4 H II ii 4 10,500
ii ii ii 4 " II ii 5 0
Water Uni t s , Treatment Plant 1 to C ity 1 10,500
ii ii ii ii 1 ii ii 2 0
ii ii n ii 1 ii ii 3 0
ii ii ii n 1 ii ii 9 0
ii ii n ii 1 ii n 11 0
ii ii ii ii 2 H H 2 6,000
ii ii ii ii 2 H ii 3 5,500
ii ii H ii 2 H H 4 9,000
ii ii ii ii 2 H H 5 9,000H H ii ii 2 H it 6 0
ii ii ii ii 3 " " 3 0n H ii n 3 " " 6 6,000
ii ii n n 3 " " 8 0
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Table 22. (con t*d )
Variable Solution
Water Units, Treatment Plant 3 to C ity 9 60,000II It II II ^ II " 10 40,000II II II II ^ II " 11 6,000II II II II ^ II " 7 10,500II II II II ^ II " 8 0II II II It ^ II " 9 0II II II II ^ II " 10 0II II II II g II " 1 0II II II II g II " 3 84,500II It II II g II " 8 52,500II II II II g II " 9 0II II II II g II " 10 0
The value o f the objective function is  -$209,485.00
The solutions in Table 22 show tha t the basic demands fo r  v/ater in  each 
c ity  were s a tis fie d . Some c it ie s  also received additional water which 
produced revenue. The to ta l cost o f a l l  v/ater to the 11 c it ie s  is  ca l­
culated to be $270,985.00, while the revenue produced by the additional 
water received by some c it ie s  is  calculated to be $61,500.00. This rev­
enue reduced the to ta l cost to $209,485.00, which is  the value o f the 
objective function in the SMPLX solution (the sign o f the objective 
function is  negative because SMPLX maximizes p r o f i t ) .
Computing Times
Since the computer system at the Colorado School o f Mines is  a time­
sharing, multi-processing system, the execution of a p a rtic u la r program 
may be in terrupted several times by another job. Although th is  "swapping 
time" is  small, i t s  exact magnitude cannot be determined, and is  included 
in the times given by RTIME. Therefore, each problem was run a t least 
three times on each code. The shortest time, the longest time, and the
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average time (three runs) fo r each o f the four stated problems on each 
code is  given in Table 23. In Table 24 the ra tios  of average computing
TABLE 23.
Problem Code Computing Time in M illiseconds
Shortest Longest Average
1 SMPLX 4133 4300 4211
OKA 650 766 694
KILTGO 133 200 161
ZIPNET 284 400 323
KILTER 166 266 211
2 SMPLX 36267 52533 43083
OKA 6117 8783 7622
KILTGO 683 1016 855
ZIPNET 4333 5200 4788
KILTER 1716 1900 1789
3 SMPLX 2284 2317 2300
OKA 633 716 677
KILTGO 133 217 183
ZIPNET 183 433 277
KILTER 150 250 189
4 SMPLX 33783 39784 36428
OKA 1883 2117 1977
KILTGO 434 584 489
ZIPNET 750 867 827
KILTER 434 783 567
times (computing time fo r  SMPLX/computing time fo r  network code) are 
given. Computing times fo r  the e ight additional problems solved
TABLE 24.









Table 24. (con t*d )














using the network codes KILTGO,ZIPNET, and KILTER are given in Table 25.
TABLE 25.
Computing Time in M illiseconds
Problem Code
Shortest Longest Average
5 KILTER 383 434 406
KILTGO 484 533 506
ZIPNET 883 1000 939
6 KILTER 867 1117 961
KILTGO 567 766 678
ZIPNET 700 783 750
7 KILTER 150 167 161
KILTGO 150 217 195
ZIPNET 400 467 434
8 KILTER 16 33 22
KILTGO 17 50 33
ZIPNET 16 16 16
9 KILTER 217 217 217
KILTGO 250. 250 250
ZIPNET 950 1200 1067
10 KILTER 650 867 728
KILTGO 550 550 550
ZIPNET 384 666 506
11 KILTER 800 984 895
KILTGO 800 1050 906
ZIPNET 883 1200 1050
12 KILTER 934 1117 1045
KILTGO 933 1150 1067
ZIPNET 1150 1467 1345
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Conclusions
In each o f the four stated and formulated problems, codes using 
network formulations produced solutions much fas te r than the code using 
a lin e a r programming form ulation. Even the slowest network code, OKA, 
was approximately 3 to 18 times fas te r than SMPLX. On Problem 4, the 
fas tes t network code, KILTGO, was approximately 75 times fa s te r than 
SMPLX. Since a network structure was cha rac te ris tic  o f these problems, 
the shorter computing times required by the network codes was expected. 
The results  obtained serve to emphasize the importance o f recognizing 
the network s tructure o f a lin e a r optim ization problem (when i t  is  pres­
ent) and using a network code to obtain so lutions.
Another advantage o f the network codes is  the re la tive  ease with 
which the input data is  handled. For instance, preparation o f Problem 4 
fo r  so lu tion by SMPLX required the input o f 3002 pieces o f data (on 80 
cards) and the re-composing o f two format statements in the program, 
while the network codes required the input o f only 335 pieces o f data 
in the form o f 67 five -tu p le s . I t  is  convenient to have the network 
codes and problem data stored on tape so tha t execution can be accompl­
ished from the te le type.
Computing times fo r  solutions to the e ight additional problems using 
the network codes KILTGO, ZIPNET, and KILTER showed KILTER to be fas te r 
on problems 5, 7, 9, 11, and 12. KILTGO was the fas test on problem 6 , 
while ZIPNET was the fas test on problems 8 and 10. No spe c ific  conclu­
sions could be drawn from these resu lts  concerning the re la tiv e  e f f i ­
ciencies o f the netv/ork codes used. I t  appears however, tha t a detailed 
study o f network algorithms and the various computer codes which can be
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devised to implement them would be desirable.
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APPENDIX


























24 FORMAT(23H THE INITIAL TABLEAU IS ,/)










DO 2 1=1 ,M




IF{H2+M3. EQ.0 )GO TO 103 














100 CALL SR7(A,JA,M+1,RS,CS,KP,L1,L10,JL1,MAX) 
KH=(M+1)*RS+1
IF(MAX.GT.0..OR.A(KH).GE.0.)GO TO 6 
GO TO 30









IF(M12.EQ.0)GO TO 20 
DO 20 I=N2,M12 
KH=I-M1
IF(L3(KH).NE.l)GO TO 20 







IF ( IP. NE.0 )GO TO 7 
GO TO 30
7 CALL SR3(A,JA,0,M+1,0,N,IP,KP,RS,CS,1,1)
IF(BV( IP) . LT. N+Hl+M2+1)GO TO 101
DO 8 K=1,L10
8 IF{LI (K).EQ.KP)GO TO 9
9 L10=L10-1
DO 10 S=K,L10 
10 LI(S)=L1(S+l)
GO TO 102
101 IF(BV(IP).LT.N+M1+1)GO TO 105 
KH=BV(IP)-M1-N 









NBV (KP)=BV { IP)




















PRINT 35,A l l)
35 FORMAT(/ ,40H'THE VALUE OF THE. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS ,F10.2 ,/) 
PRINT 26
26 FORMAT(21H THE FINAL TABLEAU IS ,/)
PRINT 2 5 ,(A (I) ,1=1,JA)
PRINT 27
27 FORMAT(/,26H FINAL BASIC VARIABLES ARE,/)
DO 36 1=1 ,M
36 PRINT 37,BV(I),A(I*N+I+1)
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37 F0RMAT(7H X(, I3,2H)=,F8.0)
PRINT 28
28 F0RMAT(/,29II FINAL NONBASIC VARIABLES ARE,/)
DU 38 K=1,N
38 PRINT 39,NBV(K)
39 FORMAT(7H X(,I3,10H)= 0 .)
40 STOP
END








DO 1 K=2,L10 
KH=RI*RS+L1(K)*CS+1 







































DO 3 I=Z,L20 
KH=L2(I)*RS+1 
KH1=KH+KP*CS
IF(V*A(KH1).LE,0.)GO TO 3 
Q=V*A(KH)/A(KH1)




4 IF(Q.NE.Q1)GO TO 3 
I0=L2( I )






















DO 1 11=110,111 
1=11-1









A (K ill )=A(KH1 )-A(KH2)*A(KH0)
2 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 




5 IF(K.NE.KP) A(KH2)=—A(KH2)*PIV 












115 FORMAT( '1 NUMBER OF NODES = ' , 1 5 , / , '  NUMBER OF ARCS 
1 = 1,1 5 ,/// ,5 X ,'M ',5 X , '1 1,5X ,1J ‘ ,6X,'C0ST',10X,‘ H I*,
211X, ' LO * , / / , ( 3 ( 2X,1 4 ),3{3X,110)))
READ 100,NODES,ARCS






DO 5 M=1.ARCS 
5 FLOW(M)=0 
















PRINT 130,(M, P I(M) , M=1,MOD ES)
PRINT 500,IBT,NBT 
120 FORMAT( / / / ,  ' SOLUTION INFEASIBLE KAUSE IS * ,13)
125 FORMAT( / / / , 1 ARC FLOW(ARC)! ,7 ,(1 X ,I4 ,2 X ,I1 0 ))
130 FORMAT( / / / , 1 NODE PI(NODE)' ,/,( lX ,I4 ,2 X ,I1 0 ))
500 F0RMAT(/,5X,1 THE NUMBER OF BREAKTHROUGHS IS ',1 6 , 












DO 10 A=1,ARCS 










1 GO TO 22

























1NA(JA).ME.0)GO TO 30 
C=COST(A)+PI(IA)-PI(JA)
IF {NA ( IA). EQ. 0) GO TO 28
IF (FLOW(A).6E.HI(A).OR.(FLOW(A).GE.LO(A).AND.C.GT.0))












IF(LAB.NE.0)GO TO 27 
NBT=NBT+1
DEL=INF




1NA(JA).NE.0))GO TO 31 
C=COST(A)+PI(IA)-PI(JA)
IF (C)41,31,40




IF (DEL. EQ.INF.AMD. ( FLOW(AOK). EQ.HI(AOK).OR.FLOW(AOK) 
l.EQ.LO(AOK))) DEL=ABS(COK)
IF (DEL.EQ.INF)GO TO 39 
DO 32 N=1.NODES










IF (C. LE.0 .AND. FLOW(A) .LT.HI(A)) EPS=MIM0(EPS,HI(A)-FLOW(A))
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GO TO 36
35 IF(C.LT.0.AND.FLOW(A).GT.HI(A)) EPS=MIN0(EPS, FLOW(A)-H I(A)) 
IF(C.GE.0.AND.FLOW(A).GT.LO(A)) EPS=MIN0(EPS, FLOW(A)-LO(A))
36 NI=NJ





IF(NI.NE.SRC)GO TO 37 
AOK=0 










































































240 IF (HI(A)-FLOW(A)) 380,260,260 
260 IF(COST(A)+PI( IA )-P I(JA ))280,320,300 
280 IF(HI(A)-FLOW(A))320,320,360 






































































GO TO 1000 
8G0 IF(HI(A)-FLOW(A))1000,1000,880 
880 EPS=MIN0( EPS, HI(A) - FLOW(A))
GO TO 1000 
900 IF(C)960,920,920 
920 IF(LO(A)-FLOW(A))940,1000,1000 
940 EPS-MIM0 (EPS, FLOW(A) -LOW(A))











GO TO 220 
1060 DEL=INF 
IC=0












GO TO 1200 
1140 IF(MA(IA))1200,1160,1200 
1160 CONTINUE
IF(LO(A) - FLOW(A))1130,1200,1200 














GO TO 1300 
1280 FESIBL=.FALSE.
RETURN 





IF ( IC. EQ. 0) GO TO 220 
CUT (IC)=CUT(K)
K=K-1 
GO TO 220 
END
SUBROUTINE PACKUP
COMMON/ADATA/PI( 3 0 ) .LARCS( 3 0 ) , IP T (3 0 ) ,MF(1 7 5 ) ,  NT( 175 ),  
1 H I(1 7 5 ) , LO( 175 ),  FLOW (1 7 5 ) ,  COST (1 7 5 ) ,L I  ST ( 3{00) ,  NARC, 
2NMAX.FESIBL 
COMMON ITEMP(22 ,25 )
INTEGER HI,FLOW 
DO 171 J=1 ,NMAX 
IPT(J)=0 
171 CONTINUE
DO 177 L=1,NARC 
IF(HI(L).NE.LO(L))GO TO 173 










DO 185 K=1,NMAX 
LARCS(K)=IADD+1 
LIMIT=IPT(K)










COMMON/ADATA/PI(30 ),LARCS(30), IPT(30),NF(175),NT(175), 
































WRITE (IOT.555) IY 
555 FORMAT(1H0,I10)















COMMON/ADATA/PI (30), LARCS (30), IPT (30), NF (175), NT (175), 








1002 IF(NOFIXD.EQ.0)GO TO 1003 
DO 1001 K=1.NOFIXD 
IFX=IFXARC(K)




























IF(ISW.EQ.l)GO TO 100 
IF(M.LT.NTOT) M=NTOT 
WRITE(IOT.1803) (M F(I),1=1,M)
WRITE(IOT,1803) (NT(I) , ! = ! ,M)
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WRITE(IOT.1S03) (H I(I),I=1 ,M ) 
















IF(LF.LE.HI(L))GO TO 140 
130 FESIBL=.FALSE.
KBGIN=2 
GO TO 1002 




































































































WRITE (IOT, 1803) (1!I( I)  ,1=1 , m)
WRITE( IOT,1803) (LO(I ),I=1 ,Fl)
WRITE(IOT,1803) (COST(l),1=1,M)
WRITE( IOT,1803) (FLOW(l),1=1,M)





















2071 IF(NTREE(K).NE.L)GO TO 207 
GO TO 202
208 IF(KTR.NE.0)GO TO 210














IF(ISW.EQ.l)G0 TO 3003 
WRITE(IOT,3001)
3001 FORMAT(15H0ENTERING PRICE)
WRITE( IOT,1804) ( P I ( I ) ,1=1,M) 
WRITE(IOT,1803) (NEXT(I),1=1,M) 
WRITE(IOT,1803) (NTREE(I),1=1,M) 





IF(KARC.GT.NARC)GO TO 303 












IF( L. LE.NARC)GO TO 301 
IF(KOMIN.NE.0)GO TO 400 










IF(ISW.EQ.l)G0 TO 4005 
WRITE(IOT,4001)












401 DO 4004 K=1,NNN 
4004 LOOP(K)=NEXT(K)
402 DO 4071 L=1,NMAX 
LL=0
K=LOOP(L)
IF(K.EQ.0)GO TO 4071 























411 IF(IABS(NTREE(KK)) . EQ.IABS(KARC)) KK=LOOP(KK) 
KARC=-NTREE(KK)
413 NTREE(L)=KARC 

























































6005 IF(LSTKLV.LT.0)GO TO 601
FLOW(KOMIN)=FLOW(KOMIN)-IDEL 
GO TO 6011
601 FLOW (KOMI N )=FLOW ( KOPI I N)+1 DEL 
6011 1=0
602 1=1+1
IF ( I .LT.L)G0 TO 6021 
IF(KASE-2)604,605,607 
6021 J=NTREE(I)




GO TO 602 













IF(NTREE(KK).EQ.KARC)GO TO 610 
JJ=KK
GO TO 609





















IF ( ISW. EQ.1 )GO TO 6141 
WRITE(IOT,6140)
6140 FORMAT(10H0FLOW,LIST )
WRITE( IOT,1803) (FLOW (I),I=l, M )  
WRITE(IOT,1803) (L IS T (I),1=1,M)



















DO 1905 L=NTP,NARC 
IF(I.NE.NF(L))GO TO 1905 
























GO TO 181 
END
KILTER
COMMON/ARC/ NARCS,1(150),J {150),U(150),L(150),C(150),F(150) 




1 FORMATC OUT-OF-KILTER V 4 '/)
WRITE(5,2)
































15 READ(20,1) I(A + l) ,  J(A+1), U(A+1), L(A+1), C(A+1), F(A+1)
1 F0RMAT(6l)
IF(L(A+l).GT.U(A+1)) IND=2 































GO TO 11 
5 DO 10 N=l,NODES
10 LI(N)=0
11 IN=KOUNT+l













L I (SORC)=SINK 

















IF(IA.NE.N)GO TO 140 
IF(L1(JA)>180,105,180 
105 IF(F(A>—L(A)>135,115,115 


































235 DEL=MIN0(DEL,IABS(C(A)+P( IA)-P(JA))) 
245 CONTINUE
IF (DEL. EQ.RILBIG)RETURN 




























GO TO 365 
325 E=MIN0(E,F(A)-L(A))
GO TO 365 
335 IF(C(A)+P(IA)-P(JA))345,345,355 
345 E=MIN0(E,U(A)-F(A))





GO TO 302 




GO TO 5 
500 WRITE(5,1111)











7 FORMATC OUT-OF-KILTER V4’ 3X,A5,3X,2A5/)
GO TO (20,10) IND 
10 WRITE(21,1) ,■
1 FORMATC NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION1/ / )
20 WRITE(21,2)
2 FORMATC ARC NO. ’ 4X * I ' 4X * J * 8X * UB * 8X' LB * 6X ’ COST *6X ’ FLOW* / )  
DO 30 A=1.NARCS
31 FORMAT(6I10)
30 WRITE(21,3)A ,I(A ),J(A),U (A ),L(A),C (A ),F(A )
3 FORMAT(15,3X,215,4110)
33 FORMATC ........ ' )
WRITE(21,4)
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